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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
OP-1300G OPTYTM

OP-1300G OPTYTM

KEY FEATURES

• Longer cuff offering superior protection and comfort, thus surpassing industry standards.
• Proprietary ultra-thin and smooth PU coating, ensuring a safe grip in dry and wet conditions.
• Designed to reproduce the natural shape of the hand, breathable on the back of the hand, and skin-friendly, ensuring a very high 

level of comfort
• Ultra-lightweight seamless liner with a snug fit, maximizing dexterity and offering a second skin sensation.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

PROTECTION General purpose, heat resistance.

MATERIAL
Coating: PU, palm coated.
Liner: 13 gauge/Nylon.

COLOUR Light grey coating, grey liner.

PACKAGING 12 pairs/polybag; 240 pairs/box.

SIZES 8/M, 9/L, 10/XL.

The Wonder Grip® OP-1300G Opty™ is our ultra-thin PU coated 
general handling type glove. Our Xtended Performances XP!™ 
dipping offers an unparalleled thin and smooth protective coating, 
offering yet to be seen levels of comfort and dexterity at your 
fingertips. Incredibly thin and soft, it gives users a second skin 
feeling, while delivering a secure grip.

COMPLIANCY

CERTIFICATION EN388:2016

MECHANICAL RATING ACTPS1: 4141X

EN388:2016

4141X

ENVIRONMENTS

DIY, airports and ports, warehouse packing and logistics, assembly, automotive, mechanical industry, construction and public works, 
public authorities.

WONDER GRIP® TECHNOLOGY

GRIP
Our focus is on developing gloves that are thin and easy to use 
whilst providing the best grip through the design and material 
used for each glove. We believe grip strength will improve safety.

The sponge-like coating on each Wonder Grip® glove mimics the 
suction cup charateristics found on the tentacles of an octopus. 
our focus on maximising the quality, durability and grip potential 
of each Wonder Grip® glove design has significantly enhanced 
performance in dry, wet and oily conditions.

POLYURETHANE (PU)
PU gloves benefit from superior dexterity and breathability. The 
Wonder Grip® gloves have embraced these advantages, but also 
improved on overall grip strength.

General PU glove Wonder Grip® glove

EN 407:2004
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